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Abstract 
In recent years, the possibility of panels replacing wafers in some fan-out applications has been a topic of 

interest. Questions of cost and yield continue to arise even as the industry appears to be full steam ahead. 

While large panels allow for more packages to be produced at once, the cost does not scale simply based on 

how many more packages can be generated from a panel over a wafer. 

This analysis begins by breaking down the types of cost and will discuss how those types of cost are impacted 

(or not) by the shift from wafer to panel. Activity based cost modeling is used; this is a detailed, bottom-up 

approach that takes into account each type of cost for each activity in a process flow. Two complete cost 

models were constructed for this analysis. A variety of package sizes are analyzed, and multiple panel sizes 

are included as well. For each set of activities in the fan-out process flow, there is an explanation of how the 

process changes with the move to panel, including assumptions related to throughput, equipment price, and 

materials. The cost reduction that may be achieved at each package and panel size is presented for each 

processing segment. The focus of this analysis is on the details of each segment of the process flow, but 

results for the total cost of various packages will also be presented. There is also a section of analysis related 

to the impact of yield on the competitiveness of panel processing. 
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I. Introduction 
The possibility of panels replacing wafers in some fan-out 

applications has been a topic of discussion for years. 

Consortiums have formed, and some products are now being 

produced on panel fan-out lines [1]. While panel-based fan-

out appears to be a priority for many companies throughout 

the supply chain, there is a lack of standards. A variety of 

panel sizes are being used, and different technologies are 

being explored; for example, PCB and LCD companies have 

different toolsets to leverage when compared to OSATs and 

semiconductor companies. 

As the industry appears to be full steam ahead with panel, the 

question of cost continues to arise. In late 2016, the author of 

this paper supported a cost analysis of the move from wafer 

to panel [2]. In that analysis, the types of activities involved 

in the fan-out process were broken down into three 

categories, many of which were impacted by the move from 

wafers to panels. A cost analysis was carried out that 

determined a possible range of savings based on a limited set 

of assumptions and a single panel size; the conclusion was 

that a 17% cost reduction may be achieved for a 10x10mm 

package. Others have cited similar cost saving projections. 

Three separate sources cited numbers between 20% and 

35%, without tying those assumptions to particular package 

or panel sizes [3, 4]. 

Calculating the cost savings associated with moving from a 

wafer to a panel is not straight-forward. It is not just a matter 

of figuring out how many more packages can be generated 

from a given panel size compared to a 300mm wafer and 

reducing the cost by that factor. This paper begins by 

identifying which activities in the fan-out process may 

benefit from the move to a panel, then use a set of 

assumptions and parameters to quantify the potential cost 

impact. 

 

II. Activity Based Cost Modeling 
With activity based costing, a process flow is divided into a 

series of activities, and the total cost of each activity is 
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calculated. The cost of each activity is determined by 

analyzing the following attributes: time required, amount of 

labor required, cost of material required (consumable and 

permanent), tooling cost, all capital costs, and yield loss 

associated with the activity. When this paper refers to 

process step assumptions, it is referring to these attributes: 

the throughput of the step, the cost of the equipment, etc. 

A conclusion section is required. Although a conclusion may 

review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the 

abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on 

the importance of the work or suggest applications and 

extensions.  

 

III. Types of Manufacturing Cost 
Fig. 1 shows a FOWLP process flow. The chart describes a 

die-first, face down fan-out process, which is the only fan-

out process included in the scope of this analysis. 

 

 
Figure 1 – FOWLP Process Flow 

 

In the chart, the major activities in the fan-out process flow 

are identified as one of three types of manufacturing costs: 

material costs, the cost of batch activities, and the cost of 

individual package activities. 

A. Material Cost 

This includes the cost of the permanent materials that 

become part of the package, such as the mold compound and 

RDL materials (dielectric, plated copper, etc.). This will not 

be affected by the size of the manufacturing panel/wafer. 

However, another significant material cost factor is waste. 

Since packages are rectangular and current FOWLP 

manufacturing uses a round wafer, there may be less waste 

when using a panel instead of a round wafer. 

B. Cost of Batch Activities 

Batch activities can be defined as activities which are done 

on an entire wafer or panel at once, or on a batch of 

wafers/panels. If the equipment cost and throughput are the 

same for a wafer as for a panel, the package cost will be 

directly proportional to the number of packages on the 

panel/wafer. However, for many activities, the equipment 

cost for panels may be higher and throughput may be slower, 

so it is not always a simple calculation. 

C. Cost of Individual Package Activities 

These are activities that are done on a package-by-package 

basis. Activities that fall into this category are die bonding, 

electrical testing, and singulation. The cost of these activities 

will not be significantly impacted by moving from a wafer to 

a panel. 

 

IV. Cost Analysis 
As discussed in the introduction, a previous SavanSys 

analysis predicted the potential cost reduction in each fan-

out process segment at a high level, using only a wafer fan-

out cost model and a series of calculations. In this analysis, 

each fan-out process segment is addressed once again, but 

the results are based on a comparison between a wafer fan-

out cost model and a panel fan-out cost model. The segments 

are addressed in the order in which they appear in the process 

flow. 

Two package sizes and two panel sizes are included in the 

analysis. The two package sizes are 4x4mm and 8x8mm. The 

two panel sizes are 370x470mm and 600x600mm. 

Cost reduction results per segment are presented in Table 1. 

The results are shown as a percentage of the cost of the same 

subset of activities as performed on a 300mm wafer (i.e. a 

negative number means the same package from a panel-

based process is more cost-effective). Assumptions related to 

material, equipment, and other costs will be covered in the 

sections to which the activity belongs. In cases where there 

is no published data on equipment that can handle panels, the 

author makes a reasonable assumption. 

Note that there are cases in which a piece of equipment may 

be fully depreciated for a wafer line, and a brand new piece 

of equipment must be purchased to support a panel process. 

While these capital expenditures are not insignificant, the 

goal of this analysis it to do a direct comparison. Therefore, 

the same number of years of depreciation is used for the 

wafer and panel versions of equipment. The wafer and panel 

models both assume a well-balanced, fully-utilized factory. 

Only the processing cost reduction for each package is 

shown in Table 1. Yield assumptions and the cost of the 

incoming die heavily impact the total package cost results; 

the yield section will include some results related to the total 

package cost. 
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Table 1 – Processing Cost Reduction per Package 

 4x4mm package 

 

370x470mm 

Panel 

600x600mm 

Panel 

Carrier -57% -79% 

Die placement 0% 0% 

Mold -6% -10% 

Miscellaneous -58% -77% 

Redistribution 

Layer -48% -62% 

Backgrind -32% -67% 

Flux and Ball 

Attach 3% -17% 

Dice and pack 0% 0% 

Yield 39% 188% 

 

 8x8mm package 

 

370x470mm 

Panel 

600x600mm 

Panel 

Carrier -58% -80% 

Die placement 0% 0% 

Mold -8% -12% 

Miscellaneous -59% -78% 

Redistribution 

Layer -50% -63% 

Backgrind -34% -68% 

Flux and Ball 

Attach 1% -21% 

Dice and pack 0% 0% 

Yield 33% 163% 

 

A. Carrier 

Two activities are included in this segment. The first activity 

is the lamination of adhesive onto a carrier. The second 

activity is removal of the reconstituted wafer from the carrier 

a few steps later in the process. The lamination and later 

removal of the carrier are not major cost drivers in the wafer-

based process. For the panel process, it is assumed the 

equipment required is slightly more expensive and that the 

lamination and removal times are slightly longer. Despite 

these small increases in the processing costs for a panel, the 

benefit of fitting more packages onto a large panel results in 

a process cost reduction. 

In the tables above, the cost benefit ranges from over 50% to 

80% more cost-effective than wafer-based carrier activities. 

Although these are large percentages, the absolute per 

package cost is small, so these are high percentages of small 

numbers. 

B. Die Placement 

Die placement refers to placing the die on the carrier tape. 

Since this is a die-first, face down process, the die do not 

have bumps and this is pure die placement, rather than die 

bonding in which a bond is formed. The main factors which 

will impact the cost of this step are the cost and throughput 

of the equipment, both of which will be impacted by the level 

of placement accuracy required. Assuming the same level of 

placement accuracy is required for both wafers and panels 

and the same equipment can be used, the cost is the same 

whether the die is being placed on a wafer or a panel. 

C. Mold 

The mold category refers to the application of mold to the die 

on the carrier to form a reconstituted wafer. The main cost 

drivers for the mold application process are equipment cost, 

equipment throughput, and mold material cost. It is assumed 

that equipment for handling panels is 50% more expensive 

than the equipment for handling 300mm wafers. 

The amount of mold required for the final package does not 

dramatically change from a wafer to a panel; it is based on 

package and die size. However, there is some level of waste 

in the molding processes, and less waste will be generated by 

the panel process. The majority of the 6% to 12% cost 

reduction seen in moving from wafer to panel is due to the 

fact that this is a per wafer/per panel activity. Even though 

the equipment price is assumed to be more expensive for 

panels, the fact that so many packages are molded at once 

outweighs the increased equipment price. 

D. Miscellaneous 

This category includes various inspections and cleans. It is 

assumed that the same level of inspection and cleaning is 

needed for panels as for wafers. It may in fact be true that 

more expensive or robust inspections will be required for 

panels, but this is not included in the scope of the analysis. 

Under the assumption that a similar level of effort is put into 

these miscellaneous activities for both the wafer and panel 

processes, a cost benefit is seen with the panels due to the 

fact that more packages are processed at once. 

E. Redistribution Layer 

The activities captured in the redistribution layer (RDL) 

process can represent up to one half of all of the activities in 

a fan-out process, and a third of the cost [5]. This is a 

complicated set of activities to evaluate as part of the wafer 

to panel transition. 

For both package sizes, the steps that incur the most cost in 

the 300mm wafer process are: the spin-on applications of the 

dielectric and photoresist (this is the step in which material 

cost is also accounted for), the sputtering of the seed layers, 

the plating of the copper, and the exposure steps. 

Some of the costs associated with these steps increase with 

the move to panel fan-out; some decrease, making the trade-

off complicated. Only the steps mentioned in the previous 

paragraph will be captured in the two sections below, though 

other steps in the RDL process may also see some impact by 

the shift from wafer to panel. 

1. Material Costs 

The largest material components of the RDL steps are 

the costs of the photoimagable dielectric and 

photoresist. In the wafer process, these are spun onto the 
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wafer; the spin-on process wastes the majority of the 

material dispensed, so the resulting material cost per 

package is very high despite the fact that little of the 

material remains in the package. 

In moving to panels, while material can still be spun-on 

to a square or rectangular panel, it makes more sense to 

laminate dryfilm. The equipment cost associated with a 

laminator is no more than the price of a spin-on tool, so 

there is no impact on the capital cost associated with 

these steps. 

The material cost of dryfilm versions of the same 

material in liquid form tends to be slightly higher. 

However, there is far less waste generated when 

laminating a dryfilm onto a square or rectangular surface 

than when using spin-on material on a wafer. The 

increased price of the material is far outweighed by the 

fact that so much less is wasted, and panel processing 

has the clear material cost advantage in this case. 

 There are other considerations in the dryfilm versus 

spin-on issue, because whatever dryfilm is selected must 

meet the same technical requirements as the spin-on 

material it is replacing. Those technical considerations 

are not part of the scope of this analysis. 

Other RDL material costs, such as plating costs, are not 

heavily impacted by the move from wafer to panel. The 

material costs associated with plating are based on the 

package design, which is the same whether it is 

manufactured in wafer or panel form. There may be 

some material cost differences in maintaining a plating 

bath for a wafer versus maintaining one for a panel, but 

they are not appreciable when compared to the cost 

differences between the spin-on and laminated dielectric 

and photoresist. 

2. Equipment Costs 

Many of the tools in use for a wafer process may not 

work for a panel process, particularly if a very large 

panel is being used. The main driver for RDL capital 

costs being higher in a panel process is the cost of the 

plating line. Tools for sputtering and plating tend to be 

among the most expensive tools in the RDL process. 

This analysis assumes that the plating line for a panel is 

more expensive than a wafer line by $1.5M, but that it 

has the capacity to allow for the same throughput (i.e. 

same number of panels as wafers, not the same number 

of packages). 

 

F. Backgrind 

Backgrinding is a batch process. It is assumed a slightly more 

expensive piece of equipment is required to handle a panel, 

but despite that increased cost, there is an overall cost 

reduction because of the number of packages generated by a 

panel over a wafer. 

G. Flux and Ball Attach 

Attaching solder balls and going through the reflow process 

is another batch activity. The panel model assumes that the 

equipment is more expensive than the wafer equipment, and 

that the throughput is lower. Due to the more expensive 

equipment that processes fewer panels at once, there is no 

cost reduction seen with the small panel size. The cost 

reduction is only offset when a very large panel is used and 

the number of packages per panel is much greater than the 

packages per wafer. 

H. Die and Pack 

Dicing and packing is driven by the size of the package and 

is considered a per package activity, and it is not strongly 

impacted by the move to panel. 

I. Yield 

Yield is a complicated factor. There are two variables that 

must be determined before the yield impact of going from 

wafer to panel can be quantified in any analysis. The first is 

the yield of the panel process versus the wafer process. The 

second factor is the cost of the incoming die that will be 

packaged, so that the impact of losing any of those die can 

be quantified. 

 

 
Figure 2 - Yield Comparison of Wafers and Panels 

 

Some of the key risk areas for defect introduction in the 

wafer process are exacerbated by the move to larger panels. 

For example, wafer warpage can cause yield problems in a 

300mm wafer. Any warpage that occurs in a 300mm wafer 

is likely to be worse in a larger panel. Other areas in which 

defects tend to be introduced are during RDL creation, due 

to the number of patterning and imaging steps, and during 

solder ball placement, when accuracy is key. 
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For the baseline comparison, it was assumed that the yield 

loss is twice as bad for the 370x470mm panel versus the 

300mm wafer, and that it is five times as bad for the 

600x600mm process. Those are the numbers that drive the 

cost increase seen in the yield line of Table 1. 

Table 1 only takes into consideration the cost of processing. 

Most of the lines show a cost reduction with the move to 

panel, the final line shows a cost increase due to yield loss, 

but those results are not meaningful until the cost of the die 

is included as well. 

The chart in Fig. 2 shows how important it is for panel 

processes to be competitive from a yield standpoint. Five 

packages, each containing a one dollar die, are packaged 

with the current 300mm FOWLP process; the cost of those 

packages is shown with the dotted line. The smaller and 

larger panels each have two entries in the table. One 

represents the cost of packaging a one dollar die with the 

baseline yield assumptions, and the other set of lines shows 

how the package costs change if the panel processes achieve 

the same yield as the wafer process. 

With such low yields, the 600x600mm panel, despite 

allowing for so many more packages to be processed at once, 

is never competitive. The 370x470mm panel with low yields 

is very close to the 300mm process, but only becomes 

competitive at the largest package size. On the other hand, 

both panel sizes are notably more cost-effective if the same 

level of high yields as the wafer process can be achieved. 

 

V. Conclusion 
This paper presented the cost impact of moving from wafers 

to panels by breaking down each segment of the process 

flow. Assumptions were made about the process changes 

required with the shift to panel, and the expected amount of 

cost reduction or increase was presented based on those 

assumptions. Two package sizes and two panel sizes were 

covered in the analysis. Overall, every segment except for 

yield was either not impacted or showed a processing cost 

reduction. 

Yield was addressed, and was shown to be a key factor when 

considering whether or not the move to panels will save cost. 

It was shown that although many more package scan be 

processed on a panel versus a 300mm wafer, high yields are 

key, or else the yield loss outweighs that economy of scale 

benefit. 
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